
 
 

LITTLE BREW HOUSE 

On Tap 
 Sal2/19 
| $6 
New England IPA 
6.5% ABV 
El Dorado hops lead the band in this hoppy ale, with 
some help from Mosaic and smooth, soft malt bill. 

 
Patriot 60 IPA | $6 
West Coast IPA 
6.5% ABV 
Brewed with Centennial and Chinook hops, Patriot 

60 is light-bodied and crisp with classic notes of 

grapefruit and pine. 

 

Sweet Peach | $5 
Peach Mango Wheat ale 
5.1% ABV 
A light bodied, refreshing, easy drinking wheat ale 
fermented with mango and peach for a fruity burst 
of flavor. 

 

Vienna Lager by Von C Brewing   | $7 
5.5% ABV 

Norristown, PA 
This copper colored lager has a thick, cream colored 

head created by our traditional side pull beer 

faucets and a smooth mild bitterness with faint 

floral hop aromas, You’ll be greeted with a complex 

malt flavor backdrop of pretzel crust, caramel, and 

bread from this all German ingredient beer. 

Walking On Clouds by Von C Brewing | $8 
New England Hazy IPA  

7% ABV 

Norristown, PA 
A juicy Hazy NEIPA bursting with a mosaic of flavors 

including peach, passionfruit and citrus, with a 

wonderful mango finish. 

 

Cider by Wyndridge Brewery | $6 

5% ABV 
Over 5 local apple varieties combine to make 
Wyndridge Cider Co.’s original hard cider. It’s crisp, 
off-dry PA cider that is packed with flavor. 

 

Blackberry-Lime Sour by Wissahickon 
Brewery | $6 
7% ABV 
Fruited Sour 
Kettle soured & fermented with a clean yeast 
strain that finished crisp with a smooth, 
balanced acidity. Refreshingly effervescent & 
medium-bodied with a semi-dry finish. We 
finished the tart, funky ale with 120lbs of juicy 
blackberry-lime puree & Madagascar Bourbon 
vanilla bean for complexity from sip to swallow. 
Contains lactose. 
 

Trop Tri-Hop | $7 
Double NEIPA 

8% ABV 
Double-dry-hopped with Citra, Mosaic, and Simcoe 

hops, with tropical fruit and citrus. 

 

Double U | $8 
Double Dry-hopped West Coast-style IPA 

7.3% ABV 
Double the amount of Simcoe hops means double 

the citrus, double the pine, and double the dank 

hoppy aromas. 

 

Helles Belles Lager | $6  
Helles Lager 

5% ABV 
Brewed with all German ingredients, a smooth and 

crushable Helles-style lager beer. Light in color 

with a mellow, drinkable flavor that highlights the 

imported Pilsner malt and clean fermentation 

profile. 

 

Blue Collar Wheat | $5 
Belgian Witbier w/ Blueberry 

5.5% abv 

Brewed with a high percentage of wheat and 

fermented with Belgian yeast and blueberries, a 

smooth-drinking ale with distinct notes of 

pepper and spice, with an inviting 

blueberry taste throughout. 
 


